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QUESTION 1 
Refer to the exhibits to view the firewall policy (Exhibit A) and the antivirus profile (Exhibit B). 
 
Exhibit A 
 

 
 
Exhibit B 
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Which statement is correct if a user is unable to receive a block replacement message when 
downloading an infected file for the first time? 
 

A. The firewall policy performs the full content inspection on the file. 

B. The flow-based inspection is used, which resets the last packet to the user. 

C. The volume of traffic being inspected is too high for this model of FortiGate. 

D. The intrusion prevention security profile needs to be enabled when using flow-based inspection 
mode. 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
As we can see in the last slide, in flow-based inspection if a virus is detected after a few packets 
the block page is not displayed. 
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QUESTION 2 
Which two statements about SSL VPN between two FortiGate devices are true? (Choose two.) 
 

A. The client FortiGate requires a client certificate signed by the CA on the server FortiGate. 

B. The client FortiGate requires a manually added route to remote subnets. 

C. The client FortiGate uses the SSL VPN tunnel interface type to connect SSL VPN. 

D. Server FortiGate requires a CA certificate to verify the client FortiGate certificate. 

 
Answer: CD 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.2.9/cookbook/266506/ssl-vpn-with-
certificate-authentication 
 
 
QUESTION 3 
Refer to the exhibits. An administrator creates a new address object on the root FortiGate (Local-
FortiGate) in the security fabric. After synchronization, this object is not available on the 
downstream FortiGate (ISFW). 
 
Exhibit A. 
 

 
Exhibit B. 
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What must the administrator do to synchronize the address object? 
 

A. Change the csf setting on Local-FortiGate (root) to sec configuration-sync local. 

B. Change the csf setting on ISFW (downstream) to sec configuracion-sync local. 

C. Change the csf setting on Local-FortiGate (root) to sec fabric-objecc-unificacion defaulc. 

D. Change the csf setting on ISFW (downstream) to sec fabric-objecc-unificacion defaulc. 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD43820 
 
 
QUESTION 4 
Which statement is correct regarding the inspection of some of the services available by web 
applications embedded in third-party websites? 
 

A. The security actions applied on the web applications will also be explicitly applied on the third-
party websites. 

B. The application signature database inspects traffic only from the original web application server. 

C. FortiGuard maintains only one signature of each web application that is unique. 

D. FortiGate can inspect sub-application traffic regardless where it was originated. 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://help.fortinet.com/fortiproxy/11/Content/Admin%20Guides/FPX-
AdminGuide/300_System/303d_FortiGuard.htm 
 
 
QUESTION 5 
Which CLI command allows administrators to troubleshoot Layer 2 issues, such as an IP address 
conflict? 
 

A. get system status 

B. get system performance status 

C. diagnose sys top 

D. get system arp 

 
Answer: D 
Explanation: 
"If you suspect that there is an IP address conflict, or that an IP has been assigned to the wrong 
device, you may need to look at the ARP table." 
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QUESTION 6 
When configuring a firewall virtual wire pair policy, which following statement is true? 
 

A. Any number of virtual wire pairs can be included, as long as the policy traffic direction is the 
same. 

B. Only a single virtual wire pair can be included in each policy. 

C. Any number of virtual wire pairs can be included in each policy, regardless of the policy traffic 
direction settings. 

D. Exactly two virtual wire pairs need to be included in each policy. 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD48690 
 
 
QUESTION 7 
Which statement about video filtering on FortiGate is true? 
 

A. Full SSL Inspection is not required. 

B. It is available only on a proxy-based firewall policy. 

C. It inspects video files hosted on file sharing services. 

D. Video filtering FortiGuard categories are based on web filter FortiGuard categories. 

 
Answer: B 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/7.0.0/new-features/190873/video-filtering 
 
 
QUESTION 8 
Refer to the exhibits. The exhibits contain a network diagram, virtual IP, IP pool, and firewall 
policies configuration. 
 
Exhibit A. 
 

 
 
Exhibit B. 
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The WAN (port1) interface has the IP address 10.200.1.1/24. 

The LAN (port3) interface has the IP address 10.0.1.254/24. 

The first firewall policy has NAT enabled using IP Pool. 
The second firewall policy is configured with a VIP as the destination address. 
 
Which IP address will be used to source NAT the internet traffic coming from a workstation with 

the IP address 10.0.1.10? 

 

A. 10.200.1.1 

B. 10.200.3.1 

C. 10.200.1.100 

D. 10.200.1.10 

 
Answer: A 
Explanation: 
Reference: https://help.fortinet.com/fos60hlp/60/Content/FortiOS/fortigate-
firewall/Concepts%20-%20Firewall/Static%20NAT.htm 
Reference: https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD44529 
 
 
QUESTION 9 
Refer to the exhibit. An administrator has configured a performance SLA on FortiGate, which 
failed to generate any traffic. 
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Why is FortiGate not sending probes to 4.2.2.2 and 4.2.2.1 servers? (Choose two.) 
 

A. The Detection Mode setting is not set to Passive. 

B. Administrator didn't configure a gateway for the SD-WAN members, or configured gateway is not 
valid. 

C. The configured participants are not SD-WAN members. 

D. The Enable probe packets setting is not enabled. 

 
Answer: BD 
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